Stochastic LTRE analysis of the effects of herbivory on the population dynamics of a perennial grassland herb
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Abstract

Herbivores can have strong deleterious effects on vital rates (growth, reproduction, and survival) and thus negatively impact the population dynamics of plant species. In practice, however, these effects might be strongly correlated, for example as a result of trade-offs between vital rates. To get better insights into the effects of herbivory on the population dynamics of the long-lived grassland plant Primula veris population projection matrices were constructed from demographic data collected between 1999 and 2008 (nine annual transitions). Data were collected in two large grassland populations, each of which was subjected to two treatments (grazing by cattle vs. a mowing treatment), yielding a total of 36 matrices. We applied a lower-level vital rate life table response experiment (LTRE) using the small noise approximation (SNA) of the stochastic population growth rate to disentangle the contributions of changes in mean vital rates, variability in vital rates, correlations between vital rates and vital rate elasticities to the difference in the stochastic growth rate. Stochastic growth rates ($a = \log \lambda_S$) were significantly lower in grazed than in mown plots ($a = 0.0185$ and $0.1019$, respectively). SNA LTRE analysis showed that contributions of differences in mean vital rates by far made the largest contribution to the observed difference in $a$ between grazed and control plots. In particular, changes in sexual reproduction rates made the largest contributions to lower the stochastic growth rate in grazed plots: both adult flowering probabilities and flower and seed production were importantly lower in grazed populations, but these negative effects were largely buffered by increased establishment and seedling survival rates. Among the stochastic terms of the SNA decomposition, contributions of changes in covariance and correlations between vital rates had the largest impact, whereas contributions of changed elasticities were smaller. The strongest correlation driver was the association between adult survival and seedling establishment, suggesting that environmental
conditions favouring adult survival also are beneficial for seedling establishment. Overall, our results show that herbivory had a strong negative effect on the long-term population growth rate of *P. veris* that was primarily mediated by differences in fecundity (flower and seed production) and germination.
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**Introduction**

The precise factors that determine the population dynamics and long-term population growth rate of plant species subject to grazing are diverse, complex and often interdependent. In general, the impact of grazing animals on plant population dynamics varies depending on the plant species that is grazed and on the animal species that consumes the plant (Maron and Crone 2006). Grassland plants are particularly prone to the negative effects of consumers, whereas forest herbs are less affected (Maron and Crone 2006). On the other hand, the impact of grazers is not dependent on life-history traits such as reproductive mode or longevity (Maron and Crone 2006, but see Hayes and Holl 2003).

In practice for natural populations, it is difficult to untangle the direct consumptive effects of herbivores from indirect effects, as they often appear to be interrelated (Crawley 1983, McNaughton 1983). Given that correlations between vital rates may have a strong impact on basic demography and long-term population viability (Wisdom et al. 2000, Menges 2000, Jongejans et al. 2010), better insights into these correlations are indispensable for assessing the underlying dynamics of plant populations subject to grazing. Reductions in seed production due to grazing, for example, may strongly impact the number of germinating seeds in the next season, but treading by grazing animals may increase seedling establishment and survival as a result of the higher availability of suitable micro-sites. Similarly, reductions in growth may affect the probability of flowering, but at the same time incur costs to survival, growth and reproduction in the next season, leading to trade-offs between current reproduction and future survival, growth or fecundity (Stearns 1989).

Most studies investigating the effects of herbivory on the population dynamics of plant species have a short duration (< 4 years) (Menges 2000, Maron and Crone 2006, Crone et al. 2011), and therefore may fail to detect trade-offs in life history traits. Particularly in long-lived, iteroparous species with overlapping generations, assessing the impact of trade-offs on plant population dynamics has proved challenging (Doak 1992, Obeso 2002). Due to their short duration, most studies also largely ignore the fact that demographic rates may vary over time. The abundance of grazers and grazing intensity, and the timing of grazing may vary substantially from one year to the next, which in turn may lead to strong variation in vital rates between years (Crawley 1983, Buckley et al. 2010) and therefore contribute negatively to the long term growth rate of grazed populations (Cohen 1979). Moreover, differences in environmental conditions between years may also directly impact population dynamics and these impacts may be mediated by grazing (Bastrenta et al. 1995).

In this case, classic life table response experiments (LTREs) using deterministic estimates of the population growth rate, such as the dominant eigenvalue of the mean projection matrix \((\lambda_0)\) or the intrinsic growth rate \((r = \log \lambda_0)\), may fail to accurately assess the effect of herbivores on the long-term growth rate (Cohen 1977, Tuljapurkar and Orzack 1980). Instead, the stochastic growth rate, \(a = \log \lambda_s = \mathbb{E}_t\{\log \lambda_t(t)\}\), provides a better way to describe the long-term demographic behaviour of plant populations in varying environments.
(Tuljapurkar 1990), whereas recent extensions of life table response experiments for stochastic population growth allow us to assess the various demographic and environmental factors that contribute most to variation in the stochastic growth rate (Caswell 2010, Davison et al. 2010, 2011).

In this study, we investigated the impact of herbivory on the population dynamics of the long-lived perennial grassland plant *Primula veris*. In a previous study, Brys et al. (2011) showed that herbivory by grazing animals (cattle) had a strong impact on the size of individuals of this species and that belowground biomass of grazed plants was about 20% smaller than that of plants in the same population that were exposed to mowing. The number of leaves and the size of leaves were significantly smaller in grazed plants than among plants in mown plots. Reduced numbers of leaves and smaller leaf areas affect survival probabilities, and may also impact future flowering behaviour, as the amount of carbohydrates that can be relocated to belowground storage organs decreases with leaf area, possibly leading to resource depletion and reduced performance in the next year. Short-term experiments in which a proportion of the leaves was removed at different times in the growing season have indeed shown that removal of 50% of the leaves during flowering (early defoliation) negatively affected current reproductive performance (fruit set and total seed production) and future growth, whereas middle defoliation (removal of 50% of the leaves during fruit development) only reduced future flowering probability and growth, and late defoliation (removal of 50% of the leaves during fruit maturation) did not affect any fitness component (García and Ehrlén 2002). These observations suggest that damage to above-ground tissue during the growing season not only results in the destruction of flowering stalks and fruits, but may also reduce flowering probabilities and performance of adult individuals in the next growing season, depending on the developmental stage of the plant (García and Ehrlén 2002, Brys et al. 2004). However, the long-term effects of herbivory on the population dynamics remain poorly understood.

For the present study, population projection matrices were constructed from demographic data collected between 1999 and 2008 (nine annual transitions). Data were collected from two populations, each of which was subjected to two treatments (cattle grazing vs. mowing), yielding a total of 36 matrices. We applied lower-level vital rate LTRE analyses using the small noise approximation of the stochastic growth rate (Davison et al. 2011) to untangle the direct consumptive effects of herbivores from a variety of indirect effects acting on the population dynamics of this grassland species. This technique has the particular advantage that it allows us to quantify the effects of differences in mean vital rates, in variability in vital rates, in correlations between vital rates and in elasticities of vital rates (Davison et al. 2011).

### Material and Methods

#### Study species

*Primula veris* (Primulaceae) is a small perennial herb with a wide distribution in Europe (Brys and Jacquemyn 2009). It typically occurs in nutrient-poor, calcareous grasslands, in which it can be locally abundant, but it may also be found in dune grasslands and hay-meadows. Early in spring, plants produce a rosette of several leaves and one (though, rarely, two or more) flowering stalks bearing between 4 and 15 yellow flowers displayed in an umbel (García and Ehrlén 2002). Flowers are distyloous (Wedderburn and Richards 1990) and mainly pollinated by bees and bumblebees (Ornduff 1980, Brys and Jacquemyn 2009). In the study area, flowering starts at the end of April and lasts about three to four weeks. Seeds ripen 8–10 weeks after fertilization and seed shed takes place from mid-July to September. Seeds lack...
any specific dispersal mechanisms and in most cases fall in the direct neighbourhood (< 15 cm) of their mother plants (Richards and Ibrahim 1978).

The majority of seeds survive winter and germinate in spring (from the end of April until mid-May). Although seeds can accumulate in the soil seed bank (Milberg 1994), our own experiments suggest that recruitment from the seed bank is very limited (Brys and Jacquemyn 2009, Jacquemyn et al. 2011). This species is characterised by the occurrence of a rhizome, which produces numerous fibrous roots that thrust through living leaf bases and which can be up to 15 cm long. This rhizome is thought to function as a storage organ and may buffer compensatory responses following herbivory and/or reproductive costs in the short term (Brys and Jacquemyn 2009).

Data collection and experimental design

To investigate the effects of herbivory on the population dynamics of *P. veris* the fate of each *P. veris* individual was monitored annually between 1999 and 2008. The design of this experiment is detailed by Brys et al. (2011). Two comparable sites, both displaying optimal growth conditions and containing > 10,000 flowering individuals of *P. veris*, were selected in Voeren (Eastern Belgium). The populations are about 1 km apart and located in calcareous grasslands on a south-facing slope (inclination 20°). Before sites were selected, it was ascertained that they had a similar history of grassland management.

At each site, ten permanent plots (3 × 3 m²) were established in the winter of 1999, yielding a total of 20 plots. All plots were laid out in the central and most homogenous part of each population. Half of the plots were grazed and the other half were fenced and mown annually at the end of the growing season (the second half of August). At this time, *P. veris* leaves had already started to degenerate and most of the aboveground resources were reallocated to the rhizomatous roots. Cattle grazing started at the end of May and lasted intermittently until the end of September. Average cattle density numbered 15 cows ha⁻¹ and was similar across sites. Fenced plots were mown mechanically (2-4 cm above the ground surface) and all litter was removed afterwards. Each of the plots received the same management throughout the entire study period (1999-2008), but the timing of grazing varied throughout the study period. Whereas in the beginning of the study period (1999-2001) grazing started already in May, later during the experiment cows were allowed to graze only from the middle of June (see Brys et al. 2004 for more details).

At the beginning of the experiment (1999), each plant was meticulously mapped using a 5 × 5 cm² grid and its life-history state was determined. Following Brys et al. (2004), plants were classified into one of four categories: seedlings (all plants younger than one year); juveniles (more than 1 year and the number of leaves ≤ 3 and/or length of the largest leaf < 2 cm); vegetative individuals (more than 1 year and the number of leaves > 3 and/or length of the largest leaf ≥ 2 cm); and reproductive individuals (more than 1 year and bearing flowers). For a detailed description of the life cycle and all life cycle transitions we refer to Brys et al. (2004).

To avoid edge effects and damage due to demographic monitoring, only the central 1 × 1 m² area within each 3 × 3 m² plot was surveyed for demographic analyses. In subsequent years, all plots were monitored again, and the fate of each mapped plant was determined. New seedlings arising in the population were also mapped annually and the state of each plant was characterized during ten consecutive years. During this period, a total of 4594 plants was monitored. For flowering plants, the number of flowers per plant and the number of seeds per fruit were determined each year for twenty plants per treatment and site. Plants were randomly selected in the plots, and for each selected plant the number of flowers was counted. To assess seed set, three mature fruits were harvested from each selected plant and in each
fruit the number of seeds was counted. For each year and treatment, the average number of
flowers and average seed set were used in all subsequent analyses.

**Data analysis**

For each year, site and treatment we constructed population projection matrices, resulting in a
total of 36 matrices (see Appendix S1) describing annual population projections (Caswell
2001). In these projections, \( n_t \) is the number of individuals in each stage class at time \( t \) and \( A \)
is the population projection matrix (\( A=\{a_{ij}\} \)). Matrix elements \( a_{ij} \) describe the annual per-
capita contribution of stage \( i \) individuals made by stage \( j \) individuals and \( (n_{t+1} = An_t) \) describes
the population projection:

\[
n_{t+1} = An_t = \begin{pmatrix}
L(t+1) \\
J(t+1) \\
V(t+1) \\
F(t+1)
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
\sigma_{L}(1-\gamma_{L}) & \sigma_{J}(1-\gamma_{J}) & 0 & 0 & \mu \pi \varepsilon \\
\sigma_{L}\gamma_{L} & \sigma_{J}\gamma_{J}(1-\varphi_{J}) & \sigma_{V}(1-\varphi_{V}) & \sigma_{F}(1-\varphi_{F}) & 0 \\
0 & \sigma_{J}\gamma_{J}(1-\varphi_{J}) & \sigma_{V}\varphi_{V} & \sigma_{J}\gamma_{J}\varphi_{J} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \sigma_{V}\varphi_{V} & \sigma_{V}\varphi_{V} & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
(1)
\]

Here, \( L \) is the number of seedlings, \( J \) the number of juveniles, \( V \) the number of vegetative
plants and \( F \) the number of flowering plants in a given year. Because matrix elements are
compounds of different vital rates, demographic comparisons among populations were made
using vital rates rather than matrix elements and matrix elements were explicitly written as
functions of different vital rates (Caswell 2001, Franco and Silvertown 2004). In equation 1, \( \sigma \)
refers to survival, \( \gamma \) to growth conditional on survival, and \( \varphi \) refers to the probability of a plant
flowering in the next year. The terms in the fecundity element \( (a_{14}) \) refer to the average
number of flowers (\( \mu \)), the average number of seeds per fruit (\( \pi \)) and the proportion of seeds
that germinate and successfully establish as a seedling (\( \varepsilon \)).

Based on these matrices, we calculated the long-term stochastic growth rate \( (a = \log \lambda) \) in two ways for each site and treatment: 1) by simulation (of 100,000 years, discarding the
first 2,000 years to exclude initial transient dynamics) and 2) by using the small noise
approximation (Tuljapurkar 1990). In the latter case, the stochastic growth rate can be written
as the deterministic growth rate minus a product containing vital rate elasticities \( (e) \),
coefficients of variation \( (c) \) and correlations between vital rates \( (\rho) \) (Haridas and Tuljapurkar
2005, Jongejans et al. 2010, Davison et al. 2011):

\[
a = \log \lambda \approx r - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k,l} e_k e_l c_k c_l \rho_{k,l} \]

(2)

The second term in (2) describes the stochastic component of the population growth rate and
depicts depreciation of the deterministic growth rate by each of the different terms.

We applied vital rate LTRE analysis using the small noise approximation of the
stochastic growth rate (Davison et al. 2011) to study the impact of herbivory on the overall
population growth rate and to assess contributions of mean vital rates, variance in vital rates
and correlations between vital rates to differences in the stochastic growth rate. For these
analyses we used vital rates averaged over the two sites for each treatment-year combination.
Following Davison et al. (2011), the difference in stochastic growth rates \( (\Delta a) \) between the
mowing and grazing treatment can be written as a difference of a sum of products:

\[
\Delta a = a^{(g)} - a^{(m)} \approx r^{(g)} - r^{(m)} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k,l} \left( e_k e_l c_k c_l \rho_{k,l} \right)^{(g)} - \sum_{k,l} \left( e_k e_l c_k c_l \rho_{k,l} \right)^{(m)}
\]

(3)

Using the Kitagawa decomposition (Kitagawa 1955), Davison et al. (2011) showed that this
difference can be approximated by the summation of four components:

1) contributions of differences in vital rate means: \( \sum_{k} e_k \left( \log \mu_k^{(g)} - \log \mu_k^{(m)} \right) \)

(4)
2) contributions of differences in vital rate elasticities: \[-\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j} [c_i c_j \rho_{ij}] \Delta \{e_i e_j\}\] (5)

3) contributions of differences in coefficients of variation: \[-\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j} [e_i e_j] (\rho_{ij} \Delta \{c_i c_j\})\] (6)

4) contributions of differences in correlations: \[-\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j} [e_i e_j] (\rho_{ij} \Delta \{c_i c_j\})\] (7)

Please note that this double Kitagawa decomposition of the stochastic term (resulting in the latter three contributions) is a perfect decomposition that contains all the components of stochastic population growth (Davison et al. 2011).

Results

Flower and seed production

The mean number of flowers per plant was significantly smaller in grazed than in mown treatments ($F_{1,36} = 88.66, P < 0.0001$), but it was significantly different between sites ($F_{1,36} = 0.12, P = 0.73$) (see Appendix A for vital rate values for all site-treatment-year combinations). Similarly, average seed production per fruit was significantly higher in mown plots than in grazed plots ($F_{1,36} = 92.67, P < 0.0001$), but did not differ between sites ($F_{1,36} = 0.18, P = 0.67$). There were also no significant interaction effects between site and treatment ($F_{1,36} = 0.08$ and $0.51, P > 0.05$). Plants produced an average of 4.7 flowers in grazed treatments, whereas in mown treatments plants had, on average, 8.7 flowers. Similarly, the average number of seeds per fruit varied between 12 and 23 in grazed plots (mean: 16.9), and between 23 and 45 in mown plots (mean: 36.8).

Matrix analyses

The effects of grazing, compared to mowing, were similar between sites. In grazed plots, annual projected deterministic population growth rates varied between 0.8402 and 1.1529 in Site 1 and between 0.6538 and 1.2345 in Site 2, whereas population growth rates of the mown treatments varied between 0.9924 and 1.2950 in Site 1 and between 0.9531 and 1.3224 in Site 2. The corresponding intrinsic growth rates ($r = \log \lambda_0$; calculated with mean vital rates) were, respectively, 0.0285 and 0.0322 in grazed sites, and 0.0994 and 0.1202 in mown sites.

Consistent with earlier findings (Buckley et al. 2010) and with theoretical expectations (Cohen 1979), simulated stochastic growth rates ($a_{simulated} = 0.0110$ and 0.0124 in grazed sites, and 0.0861 and 0.1117 in mown sites) were consistently smaller than those of the corresponding deterministic growth rates.

SNA LTRE analyses

Small-noise approximations were close to the simulated stochastic growth rates ($a_{simulated} = 0.0187, a_{SNA} = 0.0234$ for grazed plots; $a_{simulated} = 0.1018, a_{SNA} = 0.1069$ for mown plots, respectively). Overall, LTRE decomposition using the SNA approximation also fitted the difference in stochastic growth rates well: the difference between the simulated $\Delta a = a^{(g)} - a^{(m)}$ and the SNA-LTRE sum was only 0.55% (Fig. 1). Decomposition of the stochastic growth rates of grazed vs. mown populations showed that differences were mainly due to mean vital rates. However, contributions of stochastic component were important, since their
exclusion worsens model fit more than tenfold to a 5.79% difference (Fig. 1). The largest stochastic contributions were made by differences in correlations between vital rates in grazed vs. mown populations and by differences in variability of vital rates (Fig. 1). Contributions of differences in elasticities, on the other hand, were smaller (Fig. 1).

The contributions of means showed that vital rates related to fecundity made by far the largest contributions (Fig. 2). There was a large positive effect of higher seedling establishment in grazed sites, but this was outweighed by the pronounced negative contribution of lower flower and seed production in grazed sites. Furthermore, the lower probability of a vegetative plant flowering and of a flowering plant remaining in flower made a substantial negative contribution among grazed sites. Interestingly, in grazed plots higher seedling and juvenile survival had a positive, albeit small contribution to differences in stochastic population growth rates, whereas lower survival of non-flowering adults had a negative effect (Fig. 2). Finally, differences in growth of seedlings and juveniles made no noticeable contribution.

The stochastic components contributing most to the difference in stochastic population growth rates of grazed vs. mown populations were the correlations among vital rates and variability of vital rates. In particular, variability in vegetative adult survival had a strong negative contribution to differences in stochastic population growth rates in grazed compared to mown populations. Similarly, the correlation between survival of non-flowering adults ($\sigma_V$) and seedling establishment ($\varepsilon$) had a large negative effect on $\Delta a$. This correlation was negative ($\rho = -0.57$) in mown plots, but positive ($\rho = 0.52$) in grazed plots (Fig. 3). The strong contribution was partly because of the large $\Delta \rho$, partly because $\sigma_V$ had the largest mean elasticity value ($\bar{\varepsilon} = 0.497$), and partly because $\varepsilon$ had an above-average CV ($\bar{\sigma} = 0.509$). Grazed populations also suffered lower growth rates due to negative contributions of differences in the correlations between the survival of juveniles and non-flowering adults ($\sigma_J$ and $\sigma_V$) as well as between adult flowering probabilities ($\phi_V$ and $\phi_F$) and seed set ($\pi$) (contributions are listed in order of decreasing impact: $\sigma_V - \varepsilon$, $\sigma_F - \varepsilon$, $\sigma_J - \sigma_V$, $\sigma_J - \phi_V$, $\phi_F - \pi$ and $\phi_V - \pi$). However, 76% of the total (-0.0064) negative impact of grazing that was due to higher correlation coefficients was buffered by the combined positive effect (+0.0049) of lower correlation coefficients in the grazed plots (Fig. 1).

**Discussion**

**Disentangling the contribution of mean effects and stochastic factors**

Consistent with previous studies (reviewed in Maron and Crone 2006), herbivory had a strong and significant impact on the population dynamics and long-term growth rate of the perennial grassland herb *P. veris*. Although other studies have tried to untangle the different effects of herbivory on the population dynamics of this species (e.g. Garcia and Ehrlén 2002, Brys et al. 2004, Ehrlén et al. 2005), this is the first to consider different aspects of the life cycle simultaneously by decomposing the projection matrix into lower level vital rates and at the same time incorporating correlations between demographic rates. Moreover, because data were collected over ten consecutive years and in different sites, this allowed us to characterize the variance-covariance structure of vital rates. Accordingly, results should be less dependent on year or site effects and therefore provide robust results and strong support to our findings.

Using a recently developed variance decomposition technique (Davison et al. 2011), we showed that differences in the long-term stochastic growth rate of grazed and mown populations were mainly due to differences in mean vital rates and to a lesser extent to differences in correlations between vital rates and variability in vital rates. Our results also showed that local selection pressures, as encapsulated in the between-treatment differences in
vital rate elasticity values (Benton and Grant 1996), did not contribute substantially to the
difference in the stochastic growth rate, suggesting that grazing does not lead to divergent
selection pressures imposed on this species.

The impact of grazing on population demography

Previous analysis clearly demonstrated that grazing significantly reduced the size of P. veris
individuals (Brys et al. 2011), which was also associated with pronounced reductions in
flower and seed production. Plants in grazed conditions had about half of the flowers of plants
in mown conditions, and produced on average only a third of the number of seeds. Mean total
seed production can therefore be considered six times smaller in grazed conditions than in
mown conditions. Our LTRE analysis showed that lower flower and seed production had a
pronounced negative impact on the population growth rates of grazed vs. mown sites. Similar
results have been reported for the long-lived woodland orchid Orchis purpurea, in which
differences in flower and seed production caused by different light environments also had a
strong effect on population growth rates (Jacquemyn et al. 2010a).

The LTRE analysis further showed that the effects of low flower and seed production
were largely counterbalanced by higher seedling establishment success in grazed plots, and
that this buffering reduced the difference in stochastic population growth rates between
grazed and mown plots. Although there were fewer recruits per m$^2$ in grazed than in mown
plots, establishment on a per-seed basis was higher when sites were grazed. There are four
mutually non-exclusive reasons that may explain these observations. First, treading by
grazing cattle disturbs the soil and creates numerous small openings in the vegetation, which
appeared to be suitable micro-sites for germination and survival of P. veris seedlings. In
mown plots, where such small-scale openings in the vegetation were less apparent, seeds
mostly germinated in larger openings that were often created by the activity of moles. Second,
the amount of light penetrating to the soil was significantly higher in grazed than in mown
plots (Jacquemyn et al. 2003), which may increase seed germination and seedling
establishment. Third, seed addition experiments (Brys et al. 2005) showed that when seed
density increases, the proportion of seedlings that successfully establishes decreases. Thus,
with higher seed rain, per-capita establishment of seedlings is lower due to negative density-
dependence. Similar results have been reported by Ehrlén et al. (2005), who found negative
density-dependence in seedling establishment and also found that establishment increased
when the vegetation was removed by manual clipping. Finally, it has been shown that
seedling establishment under field conditions is positively related to seed weight. Lehtilä &
Ehrlén (2005), for example, showed that 57% more seedlings were produced from heavier
seeds (average seed mass = 1.24 mg) than from lighter ones (average seed mass = 0.73 mg).
Although we did not measure the weight of the seeds, it is reasonable to assume that, due to
seed number/seed size trade-offs, seeds in grazed sites are heavier than those from mown
sites, and that this may contribute to the higher establishment success of seeds in grazed
conditions.

Correlations and trade-offs

Although differences in mean vital rates contributed by far the most to the difference between
stochastic growth rates of grazed and mown plots, the SNA-LTRE revealed interesting and
important effects due to vital rate correlations as well. By considering differences in both
deterministic and stochastic parameters, this recently developed technique can unravel such
otherwise obscure effects of covariation among demographic rates. Though the stochastic
effects of grazing were small, their inclusion did improve the model fit of the SNA-LTRE
almost ten-fold, suggesting that it includes additional factors that are significant to population
dynamics.

As we found with mean vital rates, we found strong buffering at the level of the vital
rate correlations. The lower stochastic growth rates of grazed populations, for instance, were
buffered by negative vital rate correlations that were strongly positive in mown sites. However, correlation differences that lowered the stochastic growth rate in grazed plots had a
larger impact, mostly due to the positive correlation between adult survival and seedling
establishment in grazed plots that was negative under mowing. Especially important
contributions were made by differences in two temporal correlations. First, the correlation
between $\varphi_T$ and $\varepsilon$ was positive in mown sites, but negative in grazed sites, suggesting that
differences in the drivers or cues for flowering and seedling establishment buffered grazed
decrease in growth rates. Second, $\sigma_J-\sigma_L$ and $\sigma_V-\pi$ correlations were positive in mown sites, but
close to zero in grazed sites, suggesting that grazed populations experienced a considerable
buffering effect due to absence of positive correlations of the mortality risks of seedlings and
juveniles, as well as due to the absence of synchrony between seed set and adult survival
(while these vital rates were positively correlated in mown sites).

Although some of these correlation contributions are relatively easy to explain (e.g.
correlation between seedling and juvenile survival in mown sites), others are less
straightforward. For example, the positive correlation between seedling establishment and
survival of non-flowering individuals in grazed plots may be the result of variation in grazing
intensity among years. In years with high grazing pressure, many small, non-flowering plants
may have died, but at the same time many flowering plants may have been damaged, which
may have decreased germination due to low fruit set. In years of relatively low grazing
pressures, mortality of non-flowering plants will be low, but seedling establishment will be
higher due to higher fruit production. In mown sites, on the other hand, the lack of
disturbances may explain the negative correlations between adult survival and seedling
establishment.

Costs of reproduction

We found limited evidence for costs of reproduction affecting population dynamics of $P.$
veris. Costs of reproduction have been notoriously difficult to detect in natural populations,
particularly in long-lived perennial plants (Obeso 2002), and the extent to which costs affect
long term population growth rates is also not well understood (but see Jacquemyn et al.
2010b). In the case of $P.$ veris, non-flowering plants showed higher mortality than flowering
plants and survivorship curves for non-flowering plants were always lower than those for
flowering plants (results not shown). The reason for this might be that non-reproductive adults
are much smaller than reproductive plants (Brys et al. 2011). Because small plants generally
have lower survival chances than large plants, size-dependent mortality may explain why
costs of reproduction were not observed in this system. Moreover, experiments conducted by
Lethilä and Syrjänen (1995) have shown that flowering plants, when cut or pollinated with
surplus pollen, actually had higher survival and flowering probabilities in the next year,
suggesting that some kind of compensatory mechanism determines survival rates. García and
Ehrlén (2002), who used clipping experiments and pollen addition experiments to investigate
costs of reproduction in $P.$ veris, also found no evidence for costs of reproduction in this
species. These responses may be at least partly explained by the fact that this species invests
considerable resources in above-ground growth and carbohydrate production each spring
(Syrjänen & Lehtilä 1993), and because the starch content in its roots is very low during
flowering (Mestenhauser 1961).
**Conclusion**

The SNA-decomposition of differences in stochastic growth rates allowed us to discern the impact of deterministic and stochastic factors on the long-term population growth rate in both grazed and mown sites of the perennial grassland herb *P. veris*. At the same time, this decomposition also allowed us to identify the vital rates that contributed most to differences in population growth rate and provided insights into contributions of correlations between vital rates. We have clearly demonstrated that grazing had a strong impact on population dynamics and that this effect was primarily due to changes in mean vital rates and to a lesser extent to differences in the variance-covariance structure between grazed and mown sites. Reductions in flower and seed production and lower flowering probabilities were the most important vital rates explaining the lower growth rates in grazed sites, whereas these effects were partly buffered by increased germination probabilities.
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**List of Figures**

Figure 1. Results of the stochastic life table response experiment using the small noise 
approximation: summed contributions to the stochastic growth rate of mean vital rates (Δµ), 
variability of vital rates (Δc), elasticities (Δe) and correlations between vital rates (Δρ) in 
grazed and mown populations of the perennial grassland herb *Primula veris*.

Figure 2. a) Decomposition of the differences in stochastic population growth rate (a) of 
grazed vs. mown populations of the perennial grassland herb *Primula veris* into contributions 
by the differences in the vital rate means and b) by the differences in the stochastic 
components (coefficients of variation of vital rates, vital rate elasticities, and correlations 
between vital rates) (see Appendix B for all values). σ refers to survival, γ to growth 
conditional on survival, and ϕ refers to the probability of a plant flowering in the next year. µ 
represents the average number of flowers, π the average number of seeds per fruit and ε the 
proportion of seeds that germinate and successfully establish as a seedling.

Figure 3. Contributions of differences in temporal correlations between vital rates of the 
grazed and mown populations. The height and shading indicate the difference in vital rate 
correlation: the white boxes indicate higher correlation coefficients (indicated with an 
upward-pointing triangle) in the grazed populations than in the mown populations (bottom of 
the white box). The grey boxes signal lower correlation coefficients (downward-pointing 
triangle) in the grazed populations than in the mown populations (top of the grey boxes). The 
grey horizontal lines correspond to a correlation coefficient level of 0. Maximal positive (1) 
and negative (-1) correlation coefficient levels are halfway these grey horizontal lines. The 
width (not the area) of a box is a relative measure of the contribution of the correlation 
difference to the difference in stochastic population growth rate, Δa. Please note that increases 
(white boxes) in correlation coefficients have a negative contribution to Δa. Symbols are 
similar as in Figure 2.
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Legend

Width grey box: contribution to $\Delta a_{grazed} - a_{mown}$ is positive (0.00029) because the lower vital rate correlation ($\rho$) in grazed populations increases the stochastic growth rate ($a$) compared to mown populations.

$\Delta \rho \downarrow$

$\rho = 0 \rightarrow$

mown ($\rho = -0.57$)
grazed ($\rho = 0.52$)

Width white box: contribution to $a_{grazed} - a_{mown}$ is negative (-0.00086) because the higher vital rate correlation ($\rho$) in grazed populations reduces the stochastic growth rate ($a$) compared to mown populations.
Appendix A. Vital rates used to construct matrix models of mown and grazed *Primula veris* populations. Data were collected in two sites during ten consecutive years (1999-2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>sigmaL</th>
<th>sigmaJ</th>
<th>sigmaV</th>
<th>sigmaF</th>
<th>gammaL</th>
<th>gammaJ</th>
<th>phiJ</th>
<th>phiV</th>
<th>phiF</th>
<th>mu</th>
<th>pi</th>
<th>epsilon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1G00</td>
<td>0.200000</td>
<td>0.750000</td>
<td>0.938250</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.218390</td>
<td>0.209302</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>34.57</td>
<td>0.001959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G00</td>
<td>0.087692</td>
<td>0.611111</td>
<td>0.901493</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.875000</td>
<td>0.214286</td>
<td>0.535556</td>
<td>0.493661</td>
<td>8.59</td>
<td>33.12</td>
<td>0.015683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M00</td>
<td>0.545455</td>
<td>0.630420</td>
<td>0.916667</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.375000</td>
<td>0.473684</td>
<td>0.681818</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>0.002952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M00</td>
<td>0.333333</td>
<td>0.925926</td>
<td>0.950314</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.674076</td>
<td>0.153846</td>
<td>0.381862</td>
<td>0.369231</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>32.86</td>
<td>0.008577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1G01</td>
<td>0.750000</td>
<td>0.966667</td>
<td>0.750000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.857143</td>
<td>0.256410</td>
<td>0.681818</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>0.002952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G01</td>
<td>0.722222</td>
<td>0.777778</td>
<td>0.857143</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.571429</td>
<td>0.256410</td>
<td>0.681818</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>0.002952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M01</td>
<td>0.857143</td>
<td>0.714286</td>
<td>0.966667</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.875000</td>
<td>0.214286</td>
<td>0.535556</td>
<td>0.493661</td>
<td>8.59</td>
<td>33.12</td>
<td>0.015683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M01</td>
<td>0.277778</td>
<td>0.962963</td>
<td>0.950314</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.674076</td>
<td>0.153846</td>
<td>0.381862</td>
<td>0.369231</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>32.86</td>
<td>0.008577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1G02</td>
<td>0.285714</td>
<td>0.666667</td>
<td>0.916667</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.375000</td>
<td>0.473684</td>
<td>0.681818</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>0.002952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G02</td>
<td>0.750000</td>
<td>0.966667</td>
<td>0.750000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.857143</td>
<td>0.256410</td>
<td>0.681818</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>0.002952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M02</td>
<td>0.928571</td>
<td>0.875000</td>
<td>0.966667</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.875000</td>
<td>0.214286</td>
<td>0.535556</td>
<td>0.493661</td>
<td>8.59</td>
<td>33.12</td>
<td>0.015683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M02</td>
<td>0.333333</td>
<td>0.925926</td>
<td>0.950314</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.674076</td>
<td>0.153846</td>
<td>0.381862</td>
<td>0.369231</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>32.86</td>
<td>0.008577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1G03</td>
<td>0.285714</td>
<td>0.666667</td>
<td>0.916667</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.375000</td>
<td>0.473684</td>
<td>0.681818</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>0.002952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G03</td>
<td>0.750000</td>
<td>0.966667</td>
<td>0.750000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.857143</td>
<td>0.256410</td>
<td>0.681818</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>0.002952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M03</td>
<td>0.928571</td>
<td>0.875000</td>
<td>0.966667</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.875000</td>
<td>0.214286</td>
<td>0.535556</td>
<td>0.493661</td>
<td>8.59</td>
<td>33.12</td>
<td>0.015683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M03</td>
<td>0.333333</td>
<td>0.925926</td>
<td>0.950314</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.674076</td>
<td>0.153846</td>
<td>0.381862</td>
<td>0.369231</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>32.86</td>
<td>0.008577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1G04</td>
<td>0.285714</td>
<td>0.666667</td>
<td>0.916667</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.375000</td>
<td>0.473684</td>
<td>0.681818</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>0.002952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G04</td>
<td>0.750000</td>
<td>0.966667</td>
<td>0.750000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.857143</td>
<td>0.256410</td>
<td>0.681818</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>0.002952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M04</td>
<td>0.928571</td>
<td>0.875000</td>
<td>0.966667</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.875000</td>
<td>0.214286</td>
<td>0.535556</td>
<td>0.493661</td>
<td>8.59</td>
<td>33.12</td>
<td>0.015683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M04</td>
<td>0.333333</td>
<td>0.925926</td>
<td>0.950314</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.674076</td>
<td>0.153846</td>
<td>0.381862</td>
<td>0.369231</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>32.86</td>
<td>0.008577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1G05</td>
<td>0.285714</td>
<td>0.666667</td>
<td>0.916667</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.375000</td>
<td>0.473684</td>
<td>0.681818</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>0.002952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G05</td>
<td>0.750000</td>
<td>0.966667</td>
<td>0.750000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.857143</td>
<td>0.256410</td>
<td>0.681818</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>0.002952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B. Contributions of mean vital rates, variance in vital rates, vital rate elasticities and correlations between vital rates to differences in the stochastic growth rate of grazed and mown sites.

### a. contributions of changes in mean vital rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sigmaJ</td>
<td>2.540050e-06</td>
<td>-6.174172e-06</td>
<td>-1.052017e-04</td>
<td>-1.374862e-06</td>
<td>2.293494e-06</td>
<td>-2.829478e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sigmaJ</td>
<td>-8.247890e-05</td>
<td>4.878965e-05</td>
<td>-6.767192e-06</td>
<td>-1.943754e-05</td>
<td>1.767116e-04</td>
<td>-1.943754e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mu</td>
<td>6.059747165</td>
<td>0.0773725207</td>
<td>1.375678e-05</td>
<td>4.002477e-05</td>
<td>3.054864e-05</td>
<td>-8.766888e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epsilon</td>
<td>0.1674834566</td>
<td>0.0135276913</td>
<td>0.0358905e-05</td>
<td>6.332130e-05</td>
<td>1.417142e-04</td>
<td>-7.830229e-06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### b. contributions of changes in mean vital rate elasticity values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sigmaJ</td>
<td>2.540050e-06</td>
<td>-6.174172e-06</td>
<td>-1.052017e-04</td>
<td>-1.374862e-06</td>
<td>2.293494e-06</td>
<td>-2.829478e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sigmaJ</td>
<td>-8.247890e-05</td>
<td>4.878965e-05</td>
<td>-6.767192e-06</td>
<td>-1.943754e-05</td>
<td>1.767116e-04</td>
<td>-1.943754e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mu</td>
<td>6.059747165</td>
<td>0.0773725207</td>
<td>1.375678e-05</td>
<td>4.002477e-05</td>
<td>3.054864e-05</td>
<td>-8.766888e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epsilon</td>
<td>0.1674834566</td>
<td>0.0135276913</td>
<td>0.0358905e-05</td>
<td>6.332130e-05</td>
<td>1.417142e-04</td>
<td>-7.830229e-06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### c. contributions of changes in coefficients of variance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sigmaJ</td>
<td>2.540050e-06</td>
<td>-6.174172e-06</td>
<td>-1.052017e-04</td>
<td>-1.374862e-06</td>
<td>2.293494e-06</td>
<td>-2.829478e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sigmaJ</td>
<td>-8.247890e-05</td>
<td>4.878965e-05</td>
<td>-6.767192e-06</td>
<td>-1.943754e-05</td>
<td>1.767116e-04</td>
<td>-1.943754e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mu</td>
<td>6.059747165</td>
<td>0.0773725207</td>
<td>1.375678e-05</td>
<td>4.002477e-05</td>
<td>3.054864e-05</td>
<td>-8.766888e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epsilon</td>
<td>0.1674834566</td>
<td>0.0135276913</td>
<td>0.0358905e-05</td>
<td>6.332130e-05</td>
<td>1.417142e-04</td>
<td>-7.830229e-06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

###contributors of changes in coefficients of variance
Appendix C. SNA-LTRE analysis of the difference in stochastic population growth rate between site 2 and site 1.

Site 2 - Site 1

a) deterministic components
- means

b) stochastic components
- elasticity
- CV
- correlation

vital rates